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Amended Patent Laws Come into
Force in Jordan
AMMAN – Jordan’s Ministry of Industry
and Trade announced that the amended
Patent Law No. 16 and the amended Patent
Law No. 17 of 2017 have been published in
the Official Gazette No. 5760, and entered
into force on June 16, 2017.

potentially infringing valid patents due to
lack of knowledge of the patent’s existence
of a particular product, or process.
Should you have any inquiries or additional
information,
Please contact us at: jordan@agip.com

Through the amended laws, Jordan is now
better positioned in conformity with the Source: Agip.com
international patent-related treaties, in
particular, the Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT), which Jordan became bound to on
June 9, 2017.
Some of the major amendments to the Patent
Laws include:
1. Introduction of E-filing.
2. Possibility of withdrawing a patent
application prior to its grant.
3. Publication of patent applications filed
with the Jordanian Patent and Trademark
Office (JPTO) became (18) months from
filing or priority date. Hence, patent
applications, including pending, granted
or rejected patents will be accessible and
searchable by the public.
These amendments will greatly enhance
patent protection environment in the
Kingdom, especially in the pharmaceutical
sector, as it will prevent local industries
from developing, commercializing, and
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New Investment Law Ratified in Egypt
CAIRO - Egypt has recently ratified a new • The General Authority for Investment
Investment Law that entered into force as of
and Free Zones shall introduce
June 1, 2017. The new law stipulates great
e-services according to this law to
developments reflecting the country’s steady
start serving investors through the
move towards easing business to attract new
Investors Service Center, which is the
investors and boost the economy.
new name of the previously known as
Unified Window
The new Law grants exemption of tax payable • The provisions of the law includes
simplifying the procedures within 90
by 50% to some economic zones that most
days from the date of issuance of the
need development according to the data and
new law. The electronic services system
statistics issued by the Central Agency for
will be activated and the work systems
Public Mobilization and Statistics, referred
and databases shall be connected with
to as Region (A) in the Law, while it provides
all parties within 24 hours.
other areas, referred to as Region (B), with a
• The law grants investors the right to
30% exemption on taxes.
transfer the profits of their projects
Following are some of the new Law Provisions:
abroad and facilitate the liquidation of
• The investor is granted residence throughout
investment projects.
• With regard to land allocation, the
the project implementation period.
• The investor is granted the right to
law added new authorities of land
establish and expand his project.
pricing to avoid long procedures and
• The investor is permitted to employ up to
provide new pricing standards that
20% foreign workers, which represents
ensure not to overstate the value of
an increase by 10% of the previously
the land and end the pricing process
allowed percentage
within 30 days.
• Establishment of a Grievance Committee
The Investment Law was originally issued on
for settlement of investment disputes.
• Establishment of a ministerial committee May 31, 2017 and is seen as a significant leap
for Egypt’s economic development plan.
to resolve investor-state disputes.
• Exemption of companies from stamp
duty and authentication fees for 5 For further details, please contact our office
years from the date of registration in in Egypt at: egypt@tag-legal.com
the Commercial Register.
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Oman Placed Among Top Five
Countries Globally in Cybersecurity
MUSCAT - Oman is the most cyber
secure country in the Arab world and ranks
fourth on the global level, International
Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) Global
Cybersecurity Index (GCI) 2017 has revealed.
GCI is a multi-stakeholder initiative to measure
the commitment of countries to cybersecurity.
Singapore, the US, Malaysia, Oman and
Estonia form the top five in the world in GCI
2017. In the Arab world, Oman, Egypt and
Qatar are the top three countries leading with
their commitments towards cybersecurity.

founding member of AfricaCERT7, and
has a number of bilateral and multilateral
agreements on cybersecurity cooperation.
Qatar ranks third and has been building a
cybersecurity culture through campaigns
such as Safer Internet Day and has spread
warnings about online threats, such as fraud
and Internet scams via print and social media.
The GCI is a composite index combining
25 indicators into one benchmark measure
to monitor and compare the level of ITU
member states cybersecurity commitment
with regard to the five pillars, which include
legal, technical, organizational, capacity
building and cooperation. One of the
strongest commitments, cites the report, is to
outline a cybersecurity strategy describing
how the country will prepare and respond to
attacks against its digital networks.

This is the second GCI after 2014, where Oman
was placed third. “The Sultanate of Oman is
top ranked among Arab states with the highest
scores in the legal and capacity building
pillars. Oman has a robust organizational
structure, including a high-level cybersecurity
strategy and master plan and comprehensive
roadmap,” the report stated.
According to the report, only 38 percent
countries have a published cybersecurity
Egypt ranks second with a full range of strategy and only 11 percent have a dedicated
cooperation initiatives. It is a member of the standalone strategy, another 12 per cent have
UN Government Group of Experts (GGE) on a cybersecurity strategy under development.
cybersecurity, has chaired the ITU Working
Group for Child Online Protection, was a Source: Muscat Daily Website
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UAE Ranked 1st Among Arab
Countries and 35th Worldwide in Global
Innovation Index 2017
ABU DHABI - The UAE has improved
its standing in the 2017 Global Innovation
Index (GII) topping all Arab countries
and ranking 35th globally to improve
six places from last year’s 41st position
cementing its status as one of the world’s
most innovative countries.
The results of the index were officially
announced during a press conference
held at the UN headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland which was attended by
Ambassador Obaid Salem Al Zaabi,
the UAE’s Permanent Representative
to the UN and other international
organizations in Geneva. It affirmed the
UAE’s significant progress in several
pillars, the most prominent of which are
‹human capital and research› as well as
‹creative outputs›.
This year’s 10th Global Innovation
Index measured the innovation-related
performance of 127 countries and
economies representing 92.5 percent of
the total world population and the vast
proportion of global GDP. It relied on
detailed measures of innovation inputs
and outputs, including 81 indicators
6
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providing comprehensive insights on the
various areas of innovation, most notably
institutions, human capital and research,
infrastructure, market sophistication,
business sophistication, knowledge and
technology outputs, and creative outputs.
The UAE achieved a 6-rank increase in
2017, up from 41 in 2016 to reach 35
globally. Over the past two years, the UAE
has exhibited a consistent performance
by repeatedly ranking as number 1 in
the Arab world. This year, the UAE also
experienced the highest surge among the
top 40 most innovative countries with a
6-rank increase. This jump allowed the
UAE to achieve the highest percentage
increase in GII scores globally with a 10
percent increase in ranking scores.
Sultan bin Saeed Al Mansouri, Minister
of Economy, said that the UAE›s
significant progress in the Global
Innovation Index is the latest of the
country’s
successive
achievements
in various fields of development and
global performance indices, which he
said contributes in enhancing the UAE’s
outstanding position as a regional and

tag-legal.com

global economic destination. He added
that the UAE has managed to maintain its
lead among Middle Eastern and African
countries in the field of innovation and has
made significant progress in advancing
its ranking among the fastest-growing
innovation-driven countries.
The Minister explained that the UAE’s
success is largely due to the directives
of the wise leadership of President His
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler
of Dubai, and His Highness Sheikh
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces,
to include innovation as a key pillar in all
development policies and strategic plans
adopted in various sectors.

undertaken by various relevant entities
to enhance the UAE›s ability to attract
and retain outstanding talents and key
investments to achieve the ambitious goal
of transforming the UAE into a global
innovation hub,» Al Mansouri continued.
Over the period 2014-2016, the UAE
displayed consistent performance in
innovation inputs, ranking 25th. This
year, the UAE improved even further
achieving a rank of 23rd. This improved
performance ranking is mainly due
to better human capital and research
where the UAE ranked 22nd from 41st
from the previous year›s index, and
market sophistication from 42nd to 33rd
position. The surge in the UAE’s score
and rank is also the result of significant
increases in creative, and knowledge and
technology outputs, ranking globally at
+23 and +15 respectively.

«The favorable result reflects the
effectiveness of efforts and initiatives WAM/Nour
Source: Emirates News Agency (WAM)
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Omani Ministry Warns Retailers of
Fake Promotions
MUSCAT - As part of its Ramadan initiatives,
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
warned consumers of being cheated by fake
advertisements and promotional offers.
Misleading ads or promotional offers are
those which contain wrong information
about the product or service, encouraging
consumers to buy them, said the Ministry,
defining the disinformation spread by
some retailers.
Any ad with exaggerated information,
which does not reflect the reality of the
product, whether through online or mobile
ads, should be avoided unless the promoter
has a shop or fixed premises. Services or
products offered by any entity which has
no official place to sell or provide the
service must be avoided, said the Ministry.
Customers have to make sure that the
product has certificate of guarantee and
accredited centers for providing the service.

The Ministry has advised anyone receiving
a call or contract from anybody promoting
offers to avoid buying through phones or
mobile. But if it is necessary, said the Ministry,
then the customer must take into account
the fact that the supplier may use attractive
words that do not reflect the reality of the
product or the service. In general, people are
advised not to buy products from a company
or entity, which has no headquarters, shops,
or permanent address in the country.
The prices announced must be fixed as has
been announced and the client must get
invoice which must be kept safe for any
possible claims, said the Ministry.

If you are not sure whether the promotion
is realistic or is found to be misleading,
then avoid buying the product or service
and report to the Ministry of Economy on
the hotline 16001 or official address of
the Consumer Protection Department of
the Ministry. The Ministry said it is going
Some of the ads and promotions include to intensify inspection campaigns during
specifications that contradict the terms Ramadan and Eid Al-Fitr, and enforce the
and conditions of the contract or the law to protect consumers’ rights.
original agreement between the supplier
and the client. Some other types of ads Sources: the Peninsula Qatar Website
and promotions include attractive offers
because of the poor quality of the products
or the services being promoted.
The initiative, with a package of advice,
comes as part of the Ministry’s Ramadan
initiatives under the theme #Aqal_Min_Al_
Wajeb”, the Arabic for “#The least we can
do”. The Ministry has introduced a series
of awareness initiatives during Ramadan.
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Dubai Economy Launches ‘Digital
Protection’ Initiative to Certify
E-commerce Websites
DUBAI - Dubai Economy has launched
a new initiative to certify e-commerce
websites, as part of its efforts to protect
consumers, resolve their complaints and
ensure best practices in online transactions.

With online transactions on the rise in
Dubai, making e-commerce accountable
and transparent is critical for safeguarding
the reputation of the city as a competitive
business hub, Lootah added. The UAE is
leading a game-changing transition towards
The «Digital Protection» service is aimed e-commerce in the region, and according
at e-commerce companies offering their to research, the total value of e-commerce
services in mainland Dubai, as well as the in the country is likely to reach AED36.7
free zones in the emirate.
billion (US$10 billion) by 2018.
«The Digital Protection certificate is
aimed at e-commerce companies and not
individuals. A number of e-commerce
establishments have already shown
interest in getting certified. E-commerce
companies willing to get certified must
contact CCCP,» he stated. CCCP officials
will visit the companies and train their
employees on their consumer complaint
«We will certify e-commerce websites, in resolution mechanisms. All services
line with our consumer protection policies, related to certifying e-commerce websites
and train them on complying with relevant will be provided free of charge.
UAE laws and regulations. The certified
WAM/AAMIR
websites will display the consumer
Sources: Emirates News Agency (WAM)
protection logo of Dubai Economy
and will cooperate with us in resolving
consumer complaints, irrespective of
whether they are onshore companies or
free zone entities,» Lootah explained.
Mohammed Ali Rashed Lootah, CEO
of the Commercial Compliance and
Consumer Protection, CCCP, Sector
in Dubai Economy, said the initiative
will promote consumer confidence and
encourage online transactions, as Dubai
aims to grow into one of the smartest and
happiest cities in the world.

The initiative is the latest in a series of
measures adopted by CCCP to promote
compliance and global best practices in
consumer-friendliness among commercial
establishments, both online and offline.
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The World Intellectual Property
Organization Added as a .eu and .ею
ADR Provider
BRUSSELS - The Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) procedure for holders
of a trademark, trade name, company
name or other rights to dispute speculative
and abusive .eu and .ею domain name
registrations expands its filing options
thanks to the addition of the WIPO
Arbitration and Mediation Center as an
ADR provider as of June 1, 2017, a press
release by EURid stated.

email, which adds an additional layer of
convenience to the procedure.
“The WIPO Center is delighted to provide
domain name dispute resolution services
for .eu and .ею registrations,” said Brian
Beckham, Head of the WIPO Center’s
Internet Dispute Resolution Section. “In
addition to all generic top level domains
(gTLDs) and new gTLDs, the WIPO
Center provides dispute resolution
services for some 74 country code top
level domains under the WIPO ccTLD
Program, including a number of European
national registries. We look forward to
applying this recognized experience for
EURid,” Beckham added.

“We are very happy with how the ADR
procedure has worked and developed
since its inception in 2005. And while the
Czech Arbitration Court (CAC) has done
a great job of handling the numerous cases
that have been submitted between then
and now, we are pleased to provide more
choices for the end user with the addition Source: Agip.com
of the WIPO Center as an ADR provider,”
commented Geo Van Langenhove,
EURid’s Legal Manager.
The WIPO Center will support cases in
all 24 official EU languages. WIPO is
one of the most well-known organizations
in IP services, policy, information and
cooperation, acting as the global leader
in the provision of domain name dispute
resolution services under the WIPOdesigned UDRP. “The addition of the WIPO
Center as an ADR provider adds more
convenience for rights holders to an already
efficient ADR procedure,” added Geo
Van Langenhove. With the WIPO Center,
disputes can be handled and processed via
10
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Trademark Protection in Algeria
By Ayman Ghonemi
TAG-Legal Arab Countries Office
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAG-Legal)

General overview
A trademark is a sign consisting of a name,
logo or simply a word that identifies and
distinguishes services and goods of one
company from the other.

Therefore, in case a trademark was
published in the Official Gazette and
was found similar to your trademark; the
Algerian laws provide the owner with
the option of submitting a letter to the
Trademark Office informing them of the
suspected similar mark, while the decision
remains up to the concerned authority.
Meanwhile, the trademark owner has
another option of waiting until the grace
period is over and the trademark is actually
registered to proceed with a legal action
before the court against the said trademark.

The first trademark ever has emerged in
1876, which consisted of Bass Brewery›s
logo in the United Kingdom. Ever since,
the concept of a trademark has widespread
and many treaties and laws were thereafter
established to define a trademark and set
the regulations for protecting their owner
rights, such as Paris Convention and
This explains the great number of cases
Madrid Agreement.
filed before the Commercial Court where
Algeria is one of the countries who has any individual wishes to protect his rights
recognized the significance of enforcing must resort to the court.
trademarks and protecting their owners
rights. Therefore, the country has been of It is worth mentioning that the only
the leading members to access the above- two languages accepted for trademark
mentioned treaties, and has issued local applications and legal cases are Arabic
laws to regulate and organize trademark- and/or French. As for other languages, the
related issues; including Law No. (03-06) applicant or plaintiff will be required to
translate all of the documents to French or
which was issued on July 19, 2003.
Arabic through an Algerian sworn translator.
Meanwhile, Algeria adopts a system that
is slightly different from most countries in As for the legal actions before the court,
terms that oppositions are not available. the owner may either file an infringement
11
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action in case the other party (i.e. the
infringer) has not registered his trademark,
or he may proceed with a cancellation
action in case the infringer has registered
his trademark. This article shall explain
both actions.

Cancellation Action
A cancellation action can be filed on
varied basis. The owner can file the said
action by either proving that he has a prior
right, his trademark is well-known (as
per Article 6bis of the Paris Convention),
and is used in Algeria. Alternatively, the
cancelation action can be based on nonuse, as per Article 11 of Law No. (03-06);
where the owner has to prove that the other
party has not used his trademark for three
consecutive years, extended into two other
years in case that difficult circumstances
precluded the use thereof (a total of five
years in case of difficult circumstances
preventing the use).

Customs recordal to enforce trademarks
protection in the area, which will be
explained below.

Customs Recordal
A Customs recordal helps an individual
protect his rights in case other parties try
to import counterfeiting products into the
country without having valid registration
of the trademark. The recrodal main goal
is to alert the owner in case of existence of
products that are imitating his trademark,
as the trademark will be under watch
for any products bearing this trademark
or a similar mark will be monitored and
inspected ex-officio.
Products suspected of being counterfeit
will be suspended by the Customs and
the rights owner as well as the importer
will be immediately notified. The agents
will have 7 to 10 days to confirm if the
suspected products are counterfeit or not
from the day the suspicion is alerted.

In all cases, the other party must have registered In case of confirmation, a legal action
his trademark prior to the cancellation action. must be filed before the court in Algeria
within 10 working days in order to obtain
Infringement Action
a court decision, otherwise; the suspected
The infringement action, as stated in goods will be cleared. Meanwhile, these
Article 26 of the Law, can be resorted to procedures and the local laws do not affect
in case the other party has not registered parallel import of genuine products by
his trademark and is using a trademark different parties unrelated to the owner
similar to the owner’s, and the plaintiff and cannot be suspended.
can prove the said infringement. It
is worth mentioning that in case the For further details, please contact TAGplaintiff has a previous relationship with Legal Arab Countries Office at:
the other party; it is advisable to mention mea@tag-legal.com
that as it can be used to prove the bad
This article is intended for general information
faith of the other party.
purposes only and is not considered as a legal
Aside from proceeding with any legal consultation. You need to consult an attorney
action before the courts, the country uses to protect your trademark
12
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Where We Operate

General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com
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